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Dear Supporters of Rescue Mission for Children, 

Thank you for your generous support which is life changing to the 

vulnerable children we care for at Rescue Mission. 

2020 was a year like no other, with the Covid 19 pandemic changing routines at Rescue 

Mission and isolation becoming the new normal for the 52 children in our care. 

In March 2020, the children began lockdown, and home schooling under the guidance of 

their Thai schools, on July 1st school resumed.  Also, in July private Thai lessons for all our 

children each Saturday with registered Thai Teachers began, as Thai is the 2nd language for 

our tribal children, these lessons will improve their learning outcomes and ultimately their 

futures. Education is the key to changing the poverty cycle. 

In 2020 all the children progressed to the next year level in their education, they make us so 

proud of their hard work and determination to succeed. 

During lockdown, the children were busy gardening by growing vegetables and tending the 

guava orchard to keep busy, sewing face masks, soap bags and the girls were busy doing 

tribal embroidery as well as schoolwork. 

Stateless children’s health care is lacking so when the children arrive, we can be faced with 

complex medical and dental issues that are often ongoing. Virtual clinics have begun with 

our registered nurse, me and Asa hosting an appointment with each child over Skype to 

assess dental, physical, and emotional wellbeing. Each child has an electronic health profile 

where all data is stored for follow up and further treatments, or referrals, as necessary. 

In August, a private Paediatric Ophthalmologist in Chiang Mai was able to do eye operations 

for Nosaya, our child with squints in both eyes. Her operations were a success, she required 

glasses after recovery, but her sight was saved, and all double vision was eliminated. 

Another boy required a pin in his arm after a soccer accident and he is totally recovered 

from his surgery too. 

Dental treatments and the immunisation program continued for all childhood diseases, 

tetanus, and Hepatitis. There were no Dengue Fever infections in 2020 due to the strict 

Dengue Fever policies in place after last year’s epidemic. 

In August, Naomi Mason, a lawyer currently working for World Vision UK, began her 
research into the issue of the Statelessness of our children pro bono. She is currently doing 
her Masters in Human Rights Law with Statelessness as a focus.  
Naomi is researching exceptions to the current Government rules to try to find a way to get 
our children the forms of ID required for Thai citizenship and access to basic human rights.  
 
 



Naomi has set 3 Goals  
1. Understanding the legal landscape  

2. Engage other Thai NGO’s/law professionals to help navigate us through the process  

3. Beginning the process (it will be a lengthy process) to deliver a successful outcome.  
We thank Naomi and we look forward to the journey towards freeing our children from the 
burden of Statelessness. 
  
December saw wonderful Christmas celebrations, great meal, games, ice creams, treats, presents 

all wrapped beautifully, decorations and communal meal on long tables. Pastor Yesue attended 

on Christmas Eve for worship and brought a few guests, the children received small gifts from 

Pastor Yesue’s friends. 

For winter, the children received new pj’s and winter pullovers as the temperatures can 
drop quite low in this season, mosquito nets and pillows were also replaced. 
 
2020 was the first year without building projects for many years, we were very thankful for the 

years previous when a new kitchen, girls’ dormitory, boys’ dormitory, undercover washing area, 

new bathrooms and a cold room were completed as well as electrical upgrades, plumbing and 

guttering. This has provided a safe and functioning home even though volunteers have not been 

able to visit. 

The children continue to thrive and grow under the care of house parents, Asa, co-founder, 

our cleaner and now our older girls have matured into caring young women who are 

responsible for helping the young ones in areas of dental hygiene and cleanliness.  

Our Vision for 2021 to Improve Health and Wellbeing  
Exit Strategy- for our graduating children, a safe environment with skills for an independent 
life. This may include vocational training, tertiary courses while continuing distance 
education/High School or placement in another organisations program. Funded by RMFC. 
Additional House Parents – ideally Thai speaking couple with multiple skills, so we can 
increase our child intake as the needs arise. 
Youth Group or similar for teenagers– to engage older children in the community.                 

Fundraising projects are for a vehicle that will carry 30+ children to replace an ageing vehicle and 

allow for school transit and group outings.                                                                                               

Maintenance projects -when volunteers can visit, include upgrades to the younger boy’s and girl’s 

dormitories, insulation, screens, and windows replaced. Younger boys need a bathroom upgrade 

and a purpose-built classroom for Thai and English teaching in a currently disused building.                                                       

  Although we were genuinely concerned for our children during the Covid 19 pandemic, 

they have enjoyed good health and to date there are very few Covid cases in the 

surrounding community. With Myanmar severely affected and only hours away, this has 

been an answer to prayer, but we will make Rescue Mission ready to help the Stateless 

children who may need our help when the borders are no longer patrolled.                      

Thank you for your faithfulness, generosity and prayers, blessings to you all,                                   

Lenore Dickson. President and Sponsorship Coordinator. 

 


